Daniel Archibald
Theatre Arts
daniela@uta.edu

David Arditi
Urban and Public Affairs
darditi@uta.edu

Oliver Bateman
History
batemano@uta.edu

Mark Bautista
Educational Leadership and Policy Studies
bautism@uta.edu

Aytem Burcu Bayram
Political Science
abbayram@uta.edu

LaShaunn Bold
School of Social Work
lashaunn@uta.edu

Alejandro Bugarin
Chemistry and Biochemistry
bugarin@uta.edu

Priscilla Cacola
Kinesiology
cacola@uta.edu

Todd Castoe
Biology
todd.castoe@uta.edu

Saiful Chowdhury
Chemistry and Biochemistry
schowd@uta.edu

Benjamin Dolezal
Art and Art History
dozeal@uta.edu

Matthew Fujita
Biology
mkfujita@exchange.uta.edu

Heidi Hardt
Political Science
hhardt@uta.edu

Dustin Harp
Communication
dustinh@uta.edu

Anne Healy
Theatre Arts
healy@uta.edu

Yi Hong
Bioengineering
vihong@uta.edu

Sedrick Huckaby
Art and Art History
shuckaby@uta.edu

Narayanan Janakiraman
Marketing
janakira@uta.edu

YeKang Ko
Urban and Public Affairs
yekangko@uta.edu

Tony Love
Criminology and Criminal Justice
tlove@uta.edu
Evie Malaia  
Curriculum and Instruction  
malaia@uta.edu

Leisa Martin  
Curriculum and Instruction  
martin.leisa@uta.edu

Ashley Miller  
English  
amm1@indiana.edu

Joshua Nason  
Architecture  
nason@uta.edu

Joseph Ngai  
Physics  
ingai@uta.edu

Taryn Ozuna  
Educational Leadership and Policy Studies  
tozuna@uta.edu

Mohan Pant  
Curriculum and Instruction  
mpant@uta.edu

Kathryn Pole  
Curriculum and Instruction  
kpole@uta.edu

Jim Richards  
Architecture  
jrichard@uta.edu

Ericka Robinson-Freeman  
School of Social Work  
erickarobinson@uta.edu

Jennifer Ronyak  
Music  
ronyak@uta.edu

Cristina Salinas  
History  
csalinas@uta.edu

Daniel Saunders  
Educational Leadership and Policy Studies  
saunders@uta.edu

Amy Speier  
Sociology and Anthropology  
aspeier@uta.edu

Bin Srinidhi  
Accounting  
srinidhi@uta.edu

Andreas Stavridis  
Civil Engineering  
stavridis@uta.edu

Jack Unzicker  
Music  
unzicker@uta.edu

Matthew Walsh  
Biology  
Matthew.walsh@uta.edu

Jiyoung Yoon  
Curriculum and Instruction  
jiyoung@uta.edu

Feirong Yuan  
Management  
fyuan@uta.edu

Leaf Zhang  
Educational Leadership and Policy Studies  
lyzhang@uta.edu